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DESIGNER LISA LERNER AND HER CLIENT WANTED COLOR  
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A traditional Encino home 
underwent a major interior 
revamp at the hands of Lisa 
Lerner.
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L I S A  L E R N E R  H A D  T O  J U G G L E  number of factors when 
tasked with decorating the traditional 7,000 square foot 
Encino home she completed last year. 

Firstly, her client was a single mother of four daughters, 
and this was going to be her first solo property.

Secondly, the previous occupant was a professional soccer player who 
had outfitted the home in typically masculine colors - lots of grays, not a 
lot of warmth.

And lastly, Lerner - founder and principal of Los Angeles-based 
Bennett Lerner Interiors, a full-service interior design firm - is known 
for her exuberant use of color. 

Thankfully, her client felt the same way.
“She wanted to feel like it was her own space, a place that would make 
her happy,” sad Lerner. “She said to me, ‘I just want there to be color.’”

Lerner says that she typically starts with fabrics and lets a room 
evolve from there. One of the spaces in which she fully unleashed her 
love of color was her client’s office space, done in an unconventional (for 
an office) combination of yellow and blue.

“We went very bold,” said Lerner, indicating the sunny yellow and 
cobalt in the space. “We created an environment that would stimulate 
creativity. Yellow is such a happy color, and that with blue always works 
well.”

Guided by the fabrics, she found a blue with 
diagonal stripes fabric from Tulu Textiles by 
Nicky Rising Ltd, which she used for a pair of 
custom chairs. A yellow and white rug came 
from The Rug Company, and a pretty nature 
i n s p i r e d  p r i n t  o n  d r a p e r i e s  i s  f r o m 
Schumacher.

L e r n e r ’s  d e f t  u s e  o f  c o l o r  a p p e a r s 
throughout the home; the master bedroom 
was done in soothing lavender shades, from 
the floral Schumacher draperies to the E 

Braun beddings  to the Carleton V-upholstered 
chaise.

“We ran with lavender as a base and used 
some brass accents,” said Lerner. “Like the 
rest of the house, there are no masculine 
influences here. Everything is feminine, fun 
and inspiring.”

Because the client’s daughters wanted to 
design their own bedrooms, Lerner focused 
her attention on other public areas, including 
the pool house, which she says she wanted to 

ABOVE The dining table from Mecox Gardens is 
surrounded by chairs from Serene & Lily, covered 
by fabric from Carleton V. Light fixture is Ro Sham 
Beaux.

OPPOSITE In the living room, custom-made 
chairs are covered by fabric from Jane Churchill 
at Cowtan & Tout, and a custom ottoman is 
upholstered in Walter G fabric at Nicky Rising. 
Holland & Sherry drapes frame the large windows. 
A pale rug is from Restoration Hardware and the 
wall sconces from Visual Comfort.
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endow with a “Malibu and Venice vibe.” The wall holds sepia-tinted 
old photos, including some original 1970’s skate board photos. The 
ocean-inspired wallpaper is from Black Crow Studios, and the 
French 1960’s wicker chairs were sourced from Hollywood & Home. 
Shades of pink, blue and white make the space inviting for the 
client’s daughters and their friends, said Lerner.

The formal living room and dining room are somewhat more 
understated and very sophisticated.

“She wanted the living room to be serene, sophisticated and 
tailored,” said Lerner. “She doesn’t use it very much. It’s really more 
of a show piece.” Lending to that theme is an artwork from Long 
Beach-based artist Mary Little which graces the area above the stone 
fireplace; Little uses cloth as her medium, which she transforms into 

BELOW The bed and bedside tables 
are from Bernhardt; atop the tables 
are lamps by Times Two Design with 
custom-made shades. Drapes and 
wallpaper are by Schumacher, and 
the side table from Made Goods.

LEFT In the lilac and lavender-colored master 
bedroom, a chaise is covered in a light purple 
fabric by Carleton V at Nicky Rising, with 
pillows made using Tulu Textiles also from 
Nicky Rising. The floor lamp is from Circa 
Lighting, and the side table from Interlude. 
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BELOW The outdoor area is designed for 
entertaining. The chaise lounges and 
dining pieces are from David Sutherland, 
and umbrellas and furniture on upper 
patio from Serene & Lily.

LEFT Nempos dvolupt 
laborehenda de pro et 
voluptatis vendes atis 
vendes et, nobi. Nempos 
doloreicit laborehenda de 
pro et voluptatis vende mpos 
dvolupt laborehenda de pro.

pieces that look like they could be made from clay, 
glass or plaster. The piece made an impression on 
the client, who Lerner described as “very fashion 
forward.”

“The dining room is sophisticated and has some 
traditional flair, ideal for dinner parties,” said 
Lerner. “I try and make an effort with every project 
to find unique accessories for every room.” In the 
dining area, that translated to a 1940’s Italian 
antique bone clam shell sculpture with gold inlay, 
and a stone sculpture on the buffet made of Tuscan 
alabaster, carved by Larry Frazier, and sourced at 
Dana John.

L e r n e r  sa i d  t h a t  h e r  c l i e n t  wa s  o p e n  a n d 
responsive to new ideas, willing to experiment with 
colors and concepts to create an impactful home for 
herself as a newly-single woman.

“I always wanted her to feel like she had a choice, 
and she always loved everything I would bring her,” 
said Lerner. “We were 100 percent on the same 
page. She really was the ideal client.” CH

OPPOSITE In the boldly-designed office, a 
series of blazing yellows and blues - fabrics 
from Tulu Textiles at Nicky Rising, draperies 
from Schumacher and Kathryn Ireland and 
the desk is from AFK Furniture. 


